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Entertaining guides that invite young readers to discover fascinating facts about science and
delve into incredible tales of intrepid explorers who helped shape modern history.

The White House kitchen garden, part of Michelle Obama’s campaign to encourage healthful
eating, was established in 2009. This book tells the story of Mrs. Obama’s garden, as well as the
story of the White House grounds, the other gardens (including Eleanor Roosevelt’s Victory
Garden in World War II) that came before, the White House children who have played there, and
the teamwork, involving local children as well as the Obama family and White House staff, that
led to the garden now flourishing on the South Lawn. This is a lighthearted, entertaining, and
lavishly illustrated introduction to an inspiring and much-publicized project. Includes
recipes.Images from the Author of First Garden(Click on Images to Enlarge) Review"The
foreword by Alice Waters, restaurateur and founder of the Edible Schoolyard program, may draw
adults to the book, but Gourley’s clear, focused writing and lively illustrations will keep children
engaged. A fine choice for introducing to children to the rewards of gardening at home or at
school."—Booklist, starred review —About the AuthorRobbin Gourley is an artist and art director
as well as an author and illustrator of cookbooks and picture books. She divides her time
between rural Pennsylvania and Brooklyn, New York.Read more
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June, “Great for kids that love science. My 7 year old grandson absolutely loves it. Great for kids
that love science.”

Ebook Library Reader, “Five Stars. These books are OK”

LoveMyGirls, “Nice Introduction to Physics for Children. This is a 96 page book is smaller than
the larger encyclopedia of physics type books that one can purchase. It's more of a survey type
book with small sections devoted to the beginning of the universe, force, energy and waves,
electricity space and a brief history of physics. In the typical Usborne style, it's presented in a
very child-friendly format. There are side bars on most pages with interesting little tidbits while
the main portion of the page focuses on a particular subject. The pictures are cute and hand
drawn. They're not photographs like a DK book.We purchased this because my 10 year old
enjoys reading about science. We already have books which are more meaty and wanted
something that she'd curl up on the couch with. It's light weight and colorful. While this does
contain a few formulas, it's really serves to pique your interest and answer some basic questions
like, "what makes a rainbow" or "why is the sky blue".  I highly recommend it.”

Lawrence M. Sanger, “Great physics "spine" for homeschoolers. This book covers the basic
topics of physics at an upper elementary level. The explanations are rather good and the artwork
and design meet Usborne's usual high standards. I read this to my homeschooled son over the
course of many months, as a "spine" for our physics study. It worked perfectly for that purpose.If
there is any problem about the book it is a bit thin, and as a result, some details are left out. This
is OK with us because we also read other books about the same topics at the same time (Max
Axiom is awesome). Used on its own, your student will only get a very basic introduction to
physics, which is fine, because that is exactly what book purports to be. That said, they really do
pack a lot of information into this book.Highly recommended.”

Greenwood, “Great book for my granddaughter who is in her last .... Great book for my
granddaughter who is in her last year at primary school and needs to learn all about physics
before going to big school. Easy to understand arrived quickly.”

april, “fun. informative, useful, good illustrations”

Edyta Bowles, “Five Stars. Great book, so much info, each page has different subject. Great
introduction to physics”

Sharon George, “Perfectly detailed with full explanations. Love this book great detail will enable
me to understand better when teaching at home”



Christine G., “Fun Learning. Our son loves these books.  They are a hit.”

The book by Kate Davies has a rating of  5 out of 4.7. 57 people have provided feedback.
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Hardcover: 48 pages
Reading age: 8 - 10 years
Lexile measure: AD1070L
Grade level: 3 - 4
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